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Experiential Learning in historical sites and museums  
Practices 

 
 

Title: Young Denizli Project  
 
Overview:  
 
Young Denizli Project aims to tell young people what is patriotism by trips to the places where history 

was written. Within the scope this project a variety of courses and events are organized. Thus, they 

learn about the historical effects of the city in which they live to their country. Denizli Municipality within 

this project took approximately 8.000 high school students to the land of the Çanakkale (Gallipoli) 

Legend in last four years.  

The Çanakkale (Gallipoli ) Campaign was a World War I campaign that took place on the Gallipoli 

peninsula in the Ottoman Empire between 25 April 1915 and 9 January 1916. The peninsula forms the 

northern bank of the Dardanelles, a strait that provides a sea route to what was then the Russian 

Empire, one of the Allied powers during the war. Intending to secure it, Russia's allies Britain and 

France launched a naval attack followed by an amphibious landing on the peninsula with the eventual 

aim of capturing the Ottoman capital of Constantinople (modern-day Istanbul). The naval attack was 

repelled and, after eight months' fighting, with many casualties on both sides, the land campaign also 

failed. The campaign was one of the greatest Ottoman victories during the war and is considered a 

major Allied failure.  

The Çanakkale (Gallipoli) Martyr's Monument Museum was built in memory of our fallen soldiers. "The 

Monument of Martyrs", built on top of the Eskihisarlık, is located 92 meters above sea level, along with 

the hill has a height of 75 inches. This monument,42 meters in length, is the highest monument in the 

Çanakkale Peninsula. Under The Monument of Martyrs is a museum which exhibits monumental 

objects from the battlefield. This monument around the tombstones, reliefs and mosaics were built. 

Also Turkish flag motif mosaic was designed on the ceiling of the monument.  
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Activities :  
 
By the way this project gives drama courses in the Historical Merzeci Mill and acts plays several times 

a year. Quite a bit of important events in our history are subject in these courses. Participants are 

teenagers. First of all required reading on the historical subject is given by the theater instructor. 

developing plays are fictionalized through experience or historical events by taking advantage of 

theater techniques. The theme of the last play is Gallipoli Campaign and the National Struggle. Parts 

of Mufti Ahmet Hulusi Efendi’s life are offered. National Struggle years and heroes who are from 

Denizli and participated in the Battle of Gallipoli as 11 Division are describing in one-act play.  

Also technical tours to the place of historical events that occurred are organized. Denizli Municipality 

provides transportation and guide for participants. In parallel with the reading made, participants feel 

better that period with these tours. They take a photography, observe and imagine that period. 

Furthermore, they find an opportunity to discuss experience and knowledge mutually. So their feelings 

could be reflected on the drama.  

 

Objectives:  
 

 Inform about the historical effects of the city in which they live to their country.  

 Strengthen the sense of belonging to inhabited country and society.  

 After these trips, return with more loyalty of country, faith power, solidarity, hope, and self-trust 

even in desperate cases, achievement force, virtues of respect even to enemy, and many 

other values.  

 Increase people's interest in a theater.  

 Expand socialization and communication ability of the participants.  

 

Expected results:  
 

 Spreading and understanding history through experiences personally gained.  

 

Skills needed by the staff involved in the practice:  
 

 Competences deriving from studies within the history of art, drama, literature, languages.  

 Organizational competences, management and decision procedures.  

 Creativity and practicality.  
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Partner who has identified / written the good practice: Denizli Municipality and The City Council, 
Denizli, Turkey 
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